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“I learned a long time ago 

the wisest thing I can do is 

be on my own side, be 

an advocate for myself and 

others like me.”

Maya Angelou



IDEA: Characterization of 

Disability, Outcomes, and 

Principles
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IDEA’s Preamble

“Disability is a natural 

consequence of the human 

experience and in no way 

diminishes the right of 

individuals to participate in 

and contribute to society.”
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• Opportunities to engage 

in income producing work 

that contributes to 

household

• Opportunities to fully 

participate in decision-

making and to experience 

autonomy in making 

choices

• Opportunities in life similar to 

others without disabilities

• Opportunities to be included 

in all aspects of the 

community and protected 

from attempts at segregationEquality of 
Opportunity 

Full 
Participation 

Independent 
Living

Economic 
Self-

sufficiency

IDEA 

Outcomes
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What Are IDEA’s Six Principles? 

• Zero reject

• Non-discriminatory evaluation

• Appropriate education

• Least restrictive placement

• Due process

• Parent participation
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Trustworthy Resources on IDEA 

• Rud’s book

• Early Childhood Technical Assistance Center-- https://ectacenter.org/

• Wrightslaw-- https://www.wrightslaw.com/

• Center for Parent Information and Resources--

https://www.parentcenterhub.org/#
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DEC Recommended Practices
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http://www.dec-sped.org/dec-recommended-practices

http://www.dec-sped.org/dec-recommended-practices


What Are Recommended Practices? 

• Set of practices for children with disabilities, ages birth through 5, 

their families, and those who work with them

o Builds upon developmentally appropriate practices for all children

o Is based on research, experience-based knowledge, and values

✓ IDEA mentions research or scientifically-based strategies 76 times; regulations mention 

them 160 times. 

✓ IDEA identifies “an insufficient focus on replicable research on proven methods of teaching 

and learning” as one of two factors that have “impeded” IDEA’s implementation.

o Is applicable across settings and age groups

o Describes practitioners’ observable actions or behaviors

o Applies across types of disabilities
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What is the History of Recommended 

Practices? 

• 1991—Task force and work groups formed to work on first set

• 1993—DEC published first set

• 2000—Revised edition published

• 2014—DEC Recommended Practices 2014 posted on website

• 2015—DEC RP Glossary

• 2016—DEC RPs with Embedded Examples

• 2017-2020—Continuous revision through review of research and 

practice
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What Did the 2014 Revision Entail? 

• Held listening session at 2012 DEC conference

• Defined parameters and key terms

• Specified 7 topics—assessment, environment, interaction, 

instruction, transition, teaming, and family; added leadership 

practices

• Developed work groups for each topic

• Developed first draft and proceeded through eight review cycles

• Held listening sessions at 5 national conferences
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What Did the 2014 Revision Entail? 

• Conducted telephone surveys with 5 stakeholder groups—State Part C; 

state 619, higher education faculty, practitioners, and administrators

• Conducted online survey to broaden input

• Reviewed by stakeholders at 2 national conferences

• Aligned relevant research studies with practices and assessed 

evidence

• Created final draft
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Role Play of Using RPs to Advocate 

during CSPD Decision-Making

• Rud – Part C State Coordinator

• Ann – Family leader and CSPD member

• Advocacy issue—Study of preservice preparation on 

family RPs throughout all of state’s early childhood 

programs

• See Pocket Guide—pp. 9-10
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Comprehensive System for Personnel 

Development (CSPD)

• What is CSPD?

o https://ectacenter.org/topics/personnel/systems.asp#:~:text

=CSPD%20is%20a%20requirement%20of,paraprofessional

s%20and%20primary%20referral%20sources

• How should the CSPD function?

o https://ecpcta.org/wp-

content/uploads/sites/2810/2019/08/ECPC-Personnel-Self-

Assessment.pdf
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Options for Infusing Family RPs

• Separate course

• Embedded content in multiple courses

• Family speakers/panels

• Family co-faculty

• Family service-learning projects

• Family members as class participants
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Options for Infusing Family RPs

• Internships with family organizations

• Families as partners on research grants/studies

• Family focus in theses and dissertations

• What else??
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Role Play: Use of RPs in Transition 

Conference 

• Rud – Parent

• Ann – Director of Special Education

• Advocacy issue—Placement of child with intensive 

support needs in inclusive preschool

• See Pocket Guide—p. 8
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Data on Early Childhood 

Inclusion
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Small Groups:

Assessment

Interaction

Teaming & Collaboration

How will you use the RPs in your role as a 

family leader?
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“I learned a long time ago 

the wisest thing I can do is 

be on my own side, be 

an advocate for myself and 

others like me.”

Maya Angelou


